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As an elementary introduction to the new things I want to say 
I will remind you of two old topics. 

One is the attempt to bring some coherence into the welter of 
weak interactions by supposing that the strangeness-violating inter
actions which are certainly characterized by 

(1) |ΔΙ,| = 1 
may be subject to the stronger condition that the change of total iso-
baric spin satisfies 

(2) 1ΔΙ| = 1. 
This produces important additional consequences of which I shall 
mention two: 

(3) 

li) The branching ratio 

Λ Ρ + 7 C -

Λ Ν + π° 

should be 2:1, which is indeed what it seems to be experimentally, 

(ii) The decay 

(4) Κ+->π+ + π° 

is forbidden by (2) for even spin K + , for the spatial wave function of 
the two bosons 7tf+ and π° is symmetrical in this case and so their iso-
baric wave function must be symmetrical also. For two 1 = 1 par
ticles this means 1 = 0 or 2 but not 1 = 1, and since the total charge 
is positive the final state would have to be 1 = 2. This is a state not 
accessible to the I = \ K-meson if (2) holds. In fact the partial life
time for (4) is 1/500 of the partial lifetime of 

κ; -+π+ + *~ 
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indicating a ^ 10 % admixture of Δ Ι = f. This seems a larger con
tamination than one would expect to arise naturally from electro
magnetic corrections. 

One possible difficulty faced by the A/ = i rule is the branching 
ratio 

K? ->2π° 
(5) Κ ! -> π+ + π-

which would be 1;2 for pure Δ1 = \ and can only be as low as 1:3 
allowing the most favourable interference with the Δ Ι == § contami
nation. Experimentally the situation is still somewhat confused though 
initial measurements seemed to indicate a much lower value for this 
ratio. 

Kow let us turn to strong interactions and the suggestion of Pais 
that K+ and K° may have opposite parity. We need not concern our
selves here with his original reasons for making this surprising sug
gestion. We shall be content to draw attention to two « straws in 
the wind» that might indicate that this is so. One is that recently 
it has been found that K° is 5 Mev heavier than K + . In the con
ventional isobaric picture this mass difference should be due to electro
magnetic corrections and it is difficult (though one cannot say abso
lutely impossible) to understand why these should make the neutral 
particle heavier for spinless particles. (The Ρ — "Ν mass difference is 
thought to be due to magnetic moment effects.) The π+ — π° mass 
difference goes the other way. If however K + and K° have opposite 
parities so that their strong interactions are different then these may 
be responsible for the unexpected sign of the mass difference. The 
big problem, of course, if this is so is why the masses of K+ and K° 
are so close together. 

This is not the only problem raised by Pais's suggestion for it 
destroys the conventional idea of isobaric spin conservation which 
was based on the notion that members of the same isobaric multiplet 
have similar properties. In order to explain why isobaric spin ap
pears to be conserved in pion-nucleon interactions he supposes that 
the strong interactions take a highly symmetrical form, the doublet 
scheme (DS), which is (omitting Lorentz space factors): 

(6) (N^X, + Ν2τΝ2 + Ν3τΝ3) π + Ν^,Κ* + ΝΧΝΖΚ+ + h. c. 

+ similar terms involving cascade particles. 

ΝΊ is the nucleon doublet and N2 and JV3 are two doublets formed out 
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of the Σ-Λ particles: 

(7) * ' = { " ) -

Y° and Z° are certain combinations of Λ 0 and Σ 0 of which we shall say-
more later. For (6) a new isobaric spin, Γ, may be defined which 
is i for each doublet, 0 for K° and K+ (which form two separate sing
lets) and 1 for the pions. Γ is conserved by (6) and since Γ = I for 
nucleons and pions this explains why I appears to be conserved in 
interactions in which only nucleons and pions appear in the initial 
and final state. 

However (6) also conserves separately tivo strangenesses, Sj asso
ciated with K° and N2, S2 associated with K+ and j ^ 8 . This contra
dicts many experimental facts. For example it forbids 

(8) K+ + Ν -> K° + Ρ . 

Therefore there must be other strong interactions different from (and 
perhaps weaker than) (6). There also must be terms responsible for re
ducing the two doublets N2 and Nz to the triplet-singlet Σ-Λ system 
we observe. How this comes about, if it really does so, is at pre
sent a mystery. As Pais has stressed the form of Y° and Z° depends 
on this mechanism, in contrast to simple global symmetry where these 
doublets also appear and where we must have 

Ao yo Ao ι yo 

If Pais's suggestion is correct then we no longer have conventional 
isobaric spin and so a fortiori no Δ Ι = \ rule. The purpose of this 
investigation is to see what can be put in its place within the frame
work of extending the universal Fermi interaction (UFI) to the strange
ness violating weak interactions. If we work with the doublet scheme 
(DS) this extension is somewhat more naturally made because now 
all baryons are described by doublets in a symmetrical fashion. Of 
course it may be objected that so approximate a scheme as DS should 
not be used to understand weak interactions. However the whole 
philosophy of the Δ Ι = \ rule and similar schemes is to try out the 
supposition that a vestige of the structure present in the highly or
ganised strong interactions survives to bring a degree of coherence 
into the weak interactions. 

The doublets divide into two groups, Nx and Nt, with positive and 
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neutral members, and Nz and Ni with neutral and negative members. 
Within groups the natural extension of the nucleon current is (omitting 
Lorentz space factors) 

(N^+N! + Ν2τ+1ΐ, + N^+N,) + (Νζτ+Νζ + Nir+Ni + NzT+N<) . 

These give a change of strangeness 

forbidding 
Σ+ -> N° + e+ + ν , 

but permitting 
Λ° + e- + ν 

with a partial lifetime larger by a factor 10 than the current exper
imental estimate. This is calculated assuming that 

ΝΙ = (Λ°-Σ°)ΐν2 . 
However as Pais has pointed out in DS it is not necessary to assume 
this form for as the distribution of Λ 0 and Σ 0 between the doublets 
would depend on the form of the interaction that decomposed the 
two doublets JV2 and Nz into the Σ triplet and the Λ singlet. The 
anomalously long partial lifetime for Λ β-decay could then be inter
preted as due to the fact that N°2 is almost all Σ 0 (so that Nl is al
most all Λ ) . 

To these currents must be added some terms that cause decays 
that change S2. These could either be of the form 

in which case they could not be coupled to the lepton currents as they 
would then spoil the tentative explanation of Λ β-decay; or of the 
form 

N,NA + N2NZ 

in which case the Ξ could decay directly into a nucleon and a meson. 
I t would be interesting to be sure that this last does not happen. 
Perhaps the surprising scarcity of Ξ'8 is due to the failure to recognize 
them when they do not have a cascade decay. 

The interaction producing K + decay is 

Ν^+Ν,'Ν^, say. 
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This changes the Γ spin by 

| Δ Γ | < 1 . 

and so gives a long lifetime for the Γ singlet K + . The branching ratio 
for Λ decay cannot be calculated easily in this theory though an alter
native explanation given by Okubo, Marshak, and Sudarshan (Phys. 
Rev., 113, 994 (1959)) can easily be adapted to this model. 

Points from Discussion 

Cerulus pointed out that the second scheme discussed would pro
duce a fair proportion of Ξ β-decays into nucleons. 
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